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LFLOWERS 

delicate in texture a;nd need protection while 
growing ; and, to supply this nece3sary guard, 
many flo~ers have "sepals," which are more 
tough and firm than the pet.als, and which corn- · 

I 
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"Rays" of the Sunflower I 
with the blossoms distributed loosely upon 
an elongated axis ; sometimes in the form of 
pyramidal clusters (like the lilac), called "pani
cles,'' in which the arrangement of blossoms is 

. pletely cover the very young bud. r egular. · 
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Giving the Colour Call to Insects 
Sometimes, as in the tulip and lilies, these 

sepals take on the colour of the petals as the 
THE WONDERFUL VEINS OF THE PETAL .. 

This ts a portion of the petal very highly magnified. In 
the .centre can be seen a Y-shaped vein consisting of spiral 

tubes through which the petal receives its food. 

flower opens; and sometimes, as in the lark
spurs, the sepals change ·.to blue and give tlie 
colour call to insects. But we can always tell 
which parts of the flower are sepals by noting 
the outside of the young bud. There are some 
flowers that are protected in the bud by a leaf 
envelope like the "spathe" of the daffodil, but 
most flower buds are protected by sepals. 

Flowers Without Sepals or Petals , 
All of the sepals taken together form the 

" calyx," and if the sepals are united the calyx 
may be tubular or cup-like. All of the petals 
taken together form the " corolla " ; and if the 
petals are grown together, then the corolla may 
be tubula!, as in the petunia. There are some 
flowers that may lack sepals or petals, and they 
are called '' a petalous '' ; or the pistils and 
stamens may be without sepals or petals round 
them, and thus are called " naked." 
. The forms and arrangements of flowers are 
almost . infinite in their variety. Se me plants, 
such as the clovers, geranium, and verbena, have 
such small blossoms that singly . they could not 
very well attract insects ; but gr.owing in clus
ters they make quite a show. Such flower clus
ters are sometimes in the form of close" spikes " 
or '' spikelets '' : sometimes as '' racemes,'' 

The Oompositre form a large plant family t}:lat 
has taken a step farther and adopted a co-opera
tive plan for its flowers. The tiny floret s are 
set close together in a solid head, thoge at the 
oentr.e being perfect flowers, while those set in 
the rim develop long petals of bright colours to 
attract the insects. The sunflower is a good 
example ; the outside row of florets produce the 
petals which form the '' rays '' of the sunflower, 
while the inside flowers, which are called disk 

. florets and have an abundance of nectar~ develop 
the seeds. The dandelion, thistle, dahlia, chrys
anthemum, marigold, cosmos, bachelor's button, 
and a host of other common flowers are of this 
sort. (See Botany.) 

The Unequalled Beauty of Nature 
There is no beauty in our wonderful world 

to equal that of Nature. Nothing that man has 
ever accomplished, whether it be in t he realms 
of painting, sculpture, or architecture, can ever 
compare with the surpassing loveliness of a 
simple flower. No marvel of engineering, with 
its intricate mechanism, has a structure half 
so complicated as a common daisy . 

Even battlefields which have been scarred 
and poisoned by the hideous instruments of 
war can be made beautiful when Dame Nature 
t akes a hand. The barren waste which man has 
made is turned into a lovely garden. Grasses 

A C R 0 SS - ·cUT SECT I 0 N 0 F THE PETAL 
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This is what a magnified transverse or cross-cut portion of 
the petal looks lik-e. The dark spots that you .can see in 

several places are the veins. 

and flowers of every colour spring up, and soon 
the shattered earth is hidden by a beautiful 
carpet of life and colour. 

The story which Dame Nature has to t ell of her 
flowers and how she produces them is one of 
interest and fascination. So many things play 
their part in giving us our gardens. Birds, 
insects, the sun, the wind, and the rain are all 
servants of the Dame, and work together in 
loving partnership. .Sometimes one of them 
quarrels with the others and forgets to do its 
share ; sometimes again an enemy such as Jack 
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